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ABSTRACT
Modern IoT device manufacturers are taking advantage of the managed Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) IoT clouds (e.g., AWS IoT, Azure IoT) for secure and convenient IoT development/deployment. The IoT access control is achieved by manufacturer-specified, cloud-enforced IoT access policies (cloud-standard JSON documents, called IoT Policies) stating which users can access which IoT devices/resources under what constraints. In this paper, we performed a systematic study on the security of cloud-based IoT access policies on modern PaaS/IaaS IoT clouds. Our research shows that the complexity in the IoT semantics and enforcement logic of the policies leaves tremendous space for device manufacturers to program a flawed IoT access policy, introducing convoluted logic flaws which are non-trivial to reason about. In addition to challenges/mistakes in the design space, it is astonishing to find that mainstream device manufacturers also generally make critical mistakes in deploying IoT Policies thanks to the flexibility offered by PaaS/IaaS clouds and the lack of standard practices for doing so. Our assessment of 36 device manufacturers and 310 open-source IoT projects highlights the pervasiveness and seriousness of the problems, which once exploited, can have serious impacts on IoT users’ security, safety, and privacy. To help manufacturers identify and easily fix IoT Policy flaws, we introduce P-Verifier, a formal verification tool that can automatically verify cloud-based IoT Policies. With evaluated high effectiveness and low performance overhead, P-Verifier will contribute to elevating security assurance in modern IoT deployments and access control. We responsibly reported all findings to affected vendors and fixes were deployed or on the way.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Access control, • Software and its engineering → Formal software verification.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) cloud is one of the key pillars of the foundation upon which modern IoT systems rest. Newer IoT devices and their manufacturers take advantage of the much-less studied, third-party, managed Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) IoT cloud services (e.g., AWS IoT Core [9], Azure IoT Hub [32], and Tuya IoT Cloud [45]), which offload much of the security responsibilities and deployment burden to the public cloud providers. Such PaaS and/or IaaS IoT clouds (referred to as IoT clouds in this paper) must trust-manage hundreds of millions of IoT devices and users, and provide device manufacturers with reliable and usable tools for secure IoT deployments. In the IoT cloud systems, compromised security or improper deployments can cause hazardous and deadly consequences. Despite the importance, the security of managed third-party IoT clouds was not fully understood [7, 54, 60, 85]. In particular, it is imperative to systematically explore whether and to what extent their PaaS and IaaS design and practices effectively help device-manufacturers make secure IoT development and deployment, which will be studied in this paper.

Cloud-based access policies and IoT access policies. In general, the convenience of accessing resources in the cloud is made secure by developer-specified access control policies. A cloud-based access policy is an expressive specification of what resources can be accessed, using what actions (e.g., read/write/create), by whom, and under what conditions. Cloud providers such as AWS and Azure generally define a policy language (e.g., in the JSON format, called IAM policies across all AWS services [37]) that lets developers govern access to resources in the cloud. A cloud-based IoT access policy (or IoT Policy for short), taking AWS IoT as an example, inherits the syntax of the service-agnostic AWS IAM policies and is an extension of IAM policy in the IoT context. An IoT Policy specifies which users/clients can access which IoT devices/resources under what constraints and can specify action/resource types in the IoT context (e.g., publish an MQTT message — a type of action from the popular IoT messaging protocol, see § 2).

Prior works [55, 56, 63, 110] studied the misconfiguration of cloud-based access policies, in particular focusing on AWS IAM policies [55, 56, 63]. In the meantime, the IoT Policies introduce new challenges due to the IoT-unique, complicated semantics, syntax, and
constraints (see §4) and, thus, could not be effectively analyzed by prior cloud-based policy analysis tools (see the comparison in §5.2).

Security analyses and attacks. To understand the error space and real-world impact of flawed IoT Policies, we systematically studied IoT Policies developed by mainstream device manufacturers on AWS IoT. By analyzing the policy designs/practices of 36 mainstream device manufacturers (e.g., Onelink, Belkin, Goove, Netvue) and 310 open-source IoT projects (on GitHub [29]), our study brings to light the fundamental design challenges and tremendous error space for device manufacturers to develop secure IoT Policies (see below).

The design challenges/flaws we found also highlight that Paas and IaaS IoT cloud providers (e.g., AWS, Azure) generally failed to provide an IoT infrastructure with necessary tools that easily, and reliably helps manufacturers secure modern IoT development and deployment. Our analysis is guided by the theories of strings and automata [48] and partially automated by P-Verifier, a formal verification tool to verify cloud-based IoT access policies (see below).

The logical relations between IAM policies and IoT Policies, and between AWS IoT’s authorization logic and Cognito (the AWS-wide authorization service) are far more complicated than expected. The actual complexity generally failed to be understood and properly handled by real-world IoT vendors/developers, leading to security-critical logic loopholes in cloud-based IoT access-control policy development (§3.2). Also alarming are the flawed practices of mainstream device manufacturers in deploying IoT Policies (§3.3). These mistakes are diverse and non-trivial to avoid in the first place, highlighting the lack of standard, adequate security practices with cloud-based IoT policy deployment.

Measurement of impacts. To understand the impact and pervasiveness of the problems, we studied devices/mobile-apps of 36 IoT manufacturers and 310 open-source AWS-IoT-based projects from GitHub. 14 IoT vendors were confirmed to have 24 instances of IoT Policy flaws, affecting at least 3.3 million users. IoT Policies in 172/310 open-source projects suffered from the flaws we found. The attack consequences (Appendix Table 1) are serious, impacting safety, security, and privacy. For example, any users can control all 12Fi users’ smart grills, with serious danger of fire/safety; any users can collect all Biobeat users’ sensitive health/medical information such as blood pressure, height, weight, and age. We reported all problems to affected vendors and helped them fix the issues.

Logical encoding and automated reasoning for IoT policies. To help manufacturers detect security flaws in IoT Policies, we designed and implemented P-Verifier, a formal verification tool that can effectively verify cloud-based IoT access policies (§4). P-Verifier takes IoT Policies as input and develops formal models that semantically, fully represent the policies; the models are encoded with Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) formulas, and we leverage the state-of-the-art, off-the-shelf SMT solver Z3 and CVC4 to verify the formulas with a set of generalized IoT-access properties. P-Verifier reports counterexamples indicating security flaws in the IoT Policies. In doing so, P-Verifier addressed a few fundamental, IoT-unique challenges. In particular, it is difficult to check whether a string-acceptor model (the cloud-general policy enforcement model) fully denies access to an IoT resource without thorough semantic analysis, and it is difficult to reason about the actually allowed permissions by an IoT Policy due to the semantic complexity/flexibility of IoT resources (§4). To enable a thorough evaluation, we introduce IoT-Policy Bench (§5.1), a new test suite (with 403 flawed and 303 secure IoT Policies) that is designed to evaluate IoT Policy analysis tools. With a thorough evaluation, P-Verifier shows high effectiveness (zero false positives/negatives) and low performance overhead (see §4.1).

Contributions. The contributions are outlined as follows:

- **New understanding.** We performed a new, systematic study on the security of cloud-based IoT access policies on modern Paas/IaaS IoT clouds. Our research brings to light new categories of security-critical vulnerabilities in the design and development of IoT Policies, the serious consequences once the vulnerabilities are exploited, and the fundamental challenges in addressing the problems. The lessons learned will contribute to more secure design and practices in the modern, cloud-based IoT development/deployment infrastructure.

- **New techniques.** Based upon the understanding, we developed a formal verification tool P-Verifier that can effectively verify cloud-based IoT Policies. P-Verifier can help IoT manufacturers automatically identify policy flaws, elevating security assurance in modern IoT deployments. We also introduced IoT-Policy Bench, a benchmark designed to evaluate IoT Policy analysis tools. We open-sourced P-Verifier and released IoT-Policy Bench [44].

2 THE CLOUD-BASED IoT ACCESS-CONTROL INFRASTRUCTURE

Architecture of Cloud-based IoT Communication. A cloud-based IoT system typically includes three components: the IoT cloud, the IoT device, and the user’s management console (mobile apps in particular) to control the device, as illustrated in Figure 1. Central to the system is the cloud that facilitates/mediates the communication between the device and the app, through which the app sends control messages (commands) to the device (e.g., to lock a smart door) and gets information back from the device (e.g., sensor values, the status of a lock). To protect such interactions, the cloud enforces
security policies specified by the device manufacturer, and decides whether a user should be allowed to control a device or receive messages from it.

**Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT).** MQTT is arguably the most popular messaging protocol in cloud-based IoT communication. MQTT leverages a classical publish-subscribe pattern [2]: the client publishes a message to a named topic hosted by the server, which then relays the message to other clients that subscribed to the topic; a topic is named similar to a file path with multiple/many levels separated by "/", such as /[DeviceId]/status. Figure 2 illustrates the communication. First, the client (a device or an app) connects with the cloud server. An IoT device subscribes to its unique topic (e.g., /[DeviceId]/cmd) by sending a SUBSCRIBE message (including the topic name) to the server. The server maintains the subscription status. The user’s app can command the device, by publishing messages with commands (e.g., start or stop) to the topic the device subscribes to. Also, the device can publish messages (e.g., sensor values, activities, status) to its topic that the user app subscribes to. A message can include commands or informational texts.

A client can use MQTT wildcards # (matching any number of levels in a topic) or + (matching one level) to subscribe to multiple topics. For example, by subscribing to the topic /a/#, one would receive messages published to /a/b, /a/c,..., /a/b/a, /a/b/b, etc. By subscribing to /a/+ one would receive messages published to /a/b, /a/c, etc.

**AWS IoT Policy.** An IoT Policy on AWS inherits the syntax of AWS IAM policies. An IoT Policy is a JSON document that contains one or more policy statements (see Figure 3), and is applied to a principle to make access decisions against the principle’s request (to AWS IoT). Each statement contains a tuple: (Effect, Action, Resource). Effect is either Allow or Deny. By default, access to a resource is denied. Allow statements override the default permissions, and Deny statements override the permissions granted by Allow statements. That is, to get access to a resource, there must be an allow statement that grants the access and no deny statement that revokes that access. The Action construct specifies the IoT-related action(s) that are either allowed or denied on the corresponding resource, such as *iot:Publish* and *iot:Subscribe* (or simply referred to as Publish and Subscribe). The Resource construct specifies the list of IoT resources to which access is either granted or denied, such as an MQTT topic. Like any AWS resource, an IoT resource is unique and identified by a string value. String values can include the wildcard * which matches any number of characters. An IoT policy does not include a principal field, and is assigned to a principal/user by the developers (e.g., through the AWS API [17]). When the principal/user makes requests to AWS-IoT, the cloud enforces the policy against the principal/user.

Considering the potentially huge number of IoT end-users, instead of creating a separate IoT policy (a JSON document) for each user — AWS IoT supports/recommends a template-style IoT policy with policy variables (Figure 3). With such an IoT policy, when a client makes an API request to AWS IoT, the variable values are populated, based on which an access decision can be made. In Figure 3, for example, the variable *${iot:Connection.Thing.ThingName}* will be populated at runtime by AWS IoT to be the user-unique thing name [13] (similar to the user identity). This template feature can help device manufacturers avoid hard coding specific thing name in the IoT policy, and, thus, use the same policy for many/all users.

### 3 ERROR SPACE IN CLOUD-BASED IOT ACCESS POLICIES

To understand the error space and security challenges in cloud-based IoT deployment, we studied the policy design and practices of 36 mainstream IoT device manufacturers (e.g., WeMo, Govee, Netvue) who deploy IoT devices leveraging the AWS IoT. Our systematic security analysis brings to light the fundamental, general design challenges and tremendous error space for device manufacturers to program/deploy flawed IoT policies. To confirm the weaknesses we identified, we purchased 12 real devices of the affected vendors (or used their mobile apps), and performed end-to-end and/or proof-of-concept exploits. The exploits would have allowed unauthorized users in the wild to control target devices or even completely control all devices of the manufacturer deployed under the cloud, or stealthily receive private personal information (e.g., name, ID, behavior habits, routines, and medical/health data such as blood pressure, weight, and height, see measurement in § 3.4). We also thoroughly inspected 310 open-source cloud-based IoT
projects on GitHub and 172 of them have different levels of logic flaws in their IoT Policies.

**Threat model.** We consider realistic attack and application scenarios. In particular, the adversary can open user accounts with IoT device manufacturers and IoT clouds and is capable of collecting and analyzing network traffic between the IoT cloud, the IoT device, and the app under his control. On the other hand, he cannot eavesdrop on or interfere with the communication of other users’ devices and apps. He can read public (not proprietary) documentation of the IoT clouds and public protocol specifications. We consider the IoT cloud infrastructure and systems to be benign (the cloud, management console, IoT hardware and firmware in the device).

### 3.1 Design-Space Flaw: Semantic Gap in IoT Access Policies

In general, an access policy on AWS (concerning both IAM policy and IoT policy) specifies the set of resources that a principle is allowed and denied to access. The IoT policy of Hippokura X MyNavi (called Hippokura for short, a popular IoT-based medical application), for example, specifies that the user cannot subscribe to the topic with a wildcard \( \text{xml/session/} \# \). In a legitimate scenario, the user will only subscribe to a topic such as \( \text{xml/session/[Session ID]} \) in which the last part in the topic is her confidential session ID only known by herself or intended users. She can subscribe to such an MQTT topic to receive private/confidential messages but cannot subscribe to the wildcard topic which would otherwise effectively subscribe her to all other users’ topics with different session IDs.

The AWS-general policy enforcement mechanism is that, given a request to access a particular resource, abstracted by a string (e.g., the MQTT topic \( \text{xml/session/} \# \) or \( \text{xml/session/[a particular session ID]} \), AWS allows the request if the string matches the string(s) defined in the allow statement(s) of the policy (notably the wildcard \( "*" \) represents any strings on AWS, see Figure 3) and does not match the string(s) in the deny statement(s). To facilitate the reasoning of possible security gaps, we can abstract the AWS policy enforcement mechanism as an automaton model (i.e., a finite state acceptor for strings): regarding a type of action (e.g., subscribe), each policy defines a string-acceptor \( sa \) which decides, given an input string \( res \) that describes a specific resource to access (e.g., an MQTT topic), whether or not \( res \) is accepted by the \( sa \), and, thus, whether or not the access is allowed.

Although such a general enforcement model has long been successful in cloud computing, our research shows that it cannot soundly restrict IoT resources whose semantics and expressions are more complicated than what was understood before with serious implications to access control. In particular, it is fundamentally difficult for a string-acceptor-based automaton model to deny all synonyms of an IoT resource without thorough semantic analysis. That is, if two inputs/strings share the same/similar semantic (e.g., referring to the same MQTT topic), the definition of the automaton \( sa \) must be sound to exclude all related synonyms (strings) that relate to the MQTT topic. Figuring out such synonyms relies on the context of IoT and cannot be cloud-general. For example, based on the MQTT protocol, subscribing to the topic \( xml/# \) effectively subscribes the client to many topics including all under \( xml/session/[any string] \). Without excluding the topic \( xml/# \) in the policy of Hippokura (using the deny statement), we found that a malicious user could subscribe to the topic and receive all other users’ messages under Hippokura. In our experiment, the leaked messages to an attacker include doctor conversations and personal information related to the patients (see PoC exploit below).

**Difficulties for a policy fix.** A sound policy fix can be difficult in practice for IoT vendors who use AWS IoT. In the above example, the policy flaw can be difficult for the vendors to notice since the normal functionalities are not affected — a user normally only accesses the topic \( \text{xml/session/[his/her session ID]} \), which is allowed by the policy (allow \( \text{xml/session/*} \), deny \( \text{xml/session/} \# \)). Further, adding a deny statement for topic \( xml/# \) is insufficient and because of the highly expressive, flexible syntax for describing the same IoT resources, a malicious user can alternatively subscribe to \( # \) to actually subscribe to all topics and receive all messages of the doctors/patients under Hippokura (see our PoC exploit below). Actually, our study shows that the attackers may alternatively subscribe to \( \text{xml/session/}+\) and potentially lots of other IoT-synonyms to bypass IoT access control (see § 4.1).

*The problem is general and potentially affects many IoT device manufacturers* (see measurement in § 3.4) and other IoT clouds (see § 5). As also shown in the prior work [104], the leaked MQTT messages can be highly privacy- and security-sensitive, including SwitchMate users’ device IDs, private MQTT topics, device activities, etc., or can be used to infer personal usage habits. Notably, using the leaked device topics, combining a flaw discussed in Section 3.3, we found that a malicious user could control (turn on/off) any SwitchMate switches anytime (Section 3.4).

Further, we found that the policy of Govee smart plugs (Figure 4) plausibly avoided the problem above although it actually failed to do so. The policy intends to deny subscription to topics using MQTT wildcards (\( #, + \)) and only allows subscription to particular, known MQTT topics — in a format of \( \text{GD/[MD5 of the device ID]} \). Effectively, one cannot subscribe to topics such as \( \text{GD/} # \) or \( \text{GD/+} \) for subscribing to all/many users’ device topics. However, our study (detailed in the measurement Section 3.4) shows that such a policy, although likely carefully crafted, is still unsound and insecure after more thorough reasoning (see our tool in § 4): the filtering of wildcards is incomplete, and a malicious Govee user can still subscribe to the topic \( +/ \) (and effectively subscribes to multiple topics of Govee such as \( \text{LWT/} \), detailed in Appendix § 1).

Notably, due to the potentially huge number of users, it can be extremely cumbersome for device manufacturers to create/maintain separate policies for each individual IoT user, and, thus, device manufacturers commonly develop a unified IoT policy — as also recommended/supported by AWS IoT [16] — and apply it to many users. The policy of Hippokura, for example, needs to be permissive/supported by AWS IoT vendors under Hippokura. Actu-

**PoC exploit.** We conducted PoC experiments for the above problems using real devices of SwitchMate and Govee and the app of Hippokura. We developed a script to connect to their public endpoints on AWS IoT (a7zf6evsra27q-ats.iot.us-east-1.amazonaws.com, aqm3wd1q1c3dy-ats.iot.us-east-1.amazonaws.com, and a2qare4c4a-li7mz2-ats.iot.ap-northeast-1.amazonaws.com respectively), just as
their mobile apps could do. We used our own account credentials (obtained by reverse engineering the apps) to authenticate the connection. Our script could make requests to those endpoints in an attempt to subscribe to intended topics, just like what real attackers could do. We confirmed that the subscription to the aforementioned topics could succeed and stopped the connection immediately without impacts to other parties (see IRB approval, responsible experiment design, and vendor acknowledgment in § 3.4). We reported all findings to the vendors, discussed the possible consequences, and helped them fix the issues, which were acknowledged by the vendors.

```
((( allow,
    action    :   iot:Subscribe,
    resource  :   *),
( deny,
    action    :   iot:Subscribe,
    resource  :   (*+, *#))))
```

Figure 4: IoT policy of Govee plugs

3.2 Design-Space Flaw 2: Flawed Cooperation between IAM Policy and IoT Policy

In addition to the challenges with enforcing policies (Flaw 1), our study shows that the highly-coupled but vaguely defined relations between IoT policy and the AWS-general IAM policy make the development of sound IoT access policies even more challenging with serious real-world implications.

AWS IoT directly leverages two other AWS services, i.e., Cognito and IAM, to help with authentication and authorization. As outlined in Figure 6, an IoT user/app logs in with AWS Cognito; based on the user identity (called Cognito identity ID) already recorded by the device manufacturer in an identity pool (Figure 6), Cognito returns to the user/client a Cognito credential (a secret string such as aws_access_key_id=ASIAR4BOIXWCSZG53UU5), referred to as cred_authed. As defined by AWS, the identity pool (with many/multiple identities in the pool) created by the manufacturer is associated with one (or more) IAM policy (e.g., iam_p1 in Figure 6). The user/client presenting the cred_authed can make API requests to any AWS service (e.g., AWS IoT, S3, DynamoDB) as allowed by the IAM policy. On receiving the request, the target AWS service (e.g., AWS IoT) queries Cognito based on the cred_authed, to obtain the user’s Cognito identity and associated IAM policy, and based on the service-specific statements in the IAM policy, enforces the policy by determining whether the particular action in the request (e.g., s3:ListBucket, iot:Publish, iot:AttachPolicy) is allowed. Interestingly, unlike common AWS services (e.g., S3) that only use the IAM policies to authorize an API request, AWS IoT additionally requires an IoT policy associated with the client. In particular, a client/principle whose associated IAM policy allows the “iot:AttachPolicy” action can attach a given IoT policy to a given Cognito identity, by calling the AWS IoT API attach_policy [17].

**Modeling the logical relation between IAM policy and IoT policy.** We observed that both the IAM policy and IoT policy associated with a client/principle can specify its allowed IoT actions (e.g., iot:Subscribe, iot:Publish) and IoT resources (e.g., MQTT topics). Although poorly/not documented, we observed a few logical relations between a client’s IAM policy and IoT policy: (1) The client must have a permissive IAM policy to connect to/make API requests with AWS IoT — the IAM policy should allow IoT-related actions (in contrast to those of other AWS services) such as iot:AttachPolicy and iot:Subscribe. Such a requirement of AWS IoT is likely inherited from all AWS services which generally rely on the AWS-wide IAM policy evaluation engine to determine whether or not the AWS service (i.e., AWS IoT here) should process the API requests [63]. (2) For the client to control/interact with an IoT device (by making requests to AWS IoT, see Figure 6), the specific IoT actions (e.g., iot:Publish, iot:Subscribe) — the security principle of “fail-safe default” [28]. To model and better reason about the logical relations between IAM and IoT policies, we abstract the IoT-related permissions (conceptually meaning the allowed IoT actions such as iot:Subscribe and resources such as MQTT topics) allowed by an IAM policy as $P_{iam}$ and those allowed by an IoT policy as $P_{iot}$. The effective IoT-related permissions of a client $c$ is

$$P_c = P_{iam} \cap P_{iot}$$

(1)

Simply put, from the device manufacturer’s perspective, for the whole IoT application to function despite the complicated IAM/IoT policy development, (1) an IAM policy must/can be highly permissive, which otherwise prevents the clients from connecting to AWS IoT or making any IoT related API requests; (2) security is achieved as long as a proper, restrictive IoT policy is used. Indeed, based on our study of 36 IoT vendors and 310 open-source GitHub projects, we found that IoT vendors/developers generally bear the above (or similar) understanding, by actually defining a highly permissive IAM policy for IoT users (e.g., using iot:* to allow any IoT APIs to be called to AWS IoT, see the policy in Figure 5) while striving to use a restricted, secure IoT policy to achieve secure access control.

```
((( allow,
    action    :   iot:*,
    resource  :   *))
```

Figure 5: An overly permissive IAM policy

**What logic can go wrong.** However, our research shows that the logical relations between IAM policy and IoT policy, and between AWS IoT’s authorization logic and Cognito (the AWS-wide authorization service) are far more complicated than expected. The actual complexity generally failed to be understood and properly handled by real-world IoT vendors/developers, leading to security-critical logic loopholes in cloud-based IoT access-control policy development.

![Figure 6: Cognito auth flow](image-url)
We find that an unauthenticated Molekule user can send any IoT commands to any Molekule devices (e.g., iot:Publish unauth role (for the unauthenticated unauth role) to topic #) to be highly permissive (e.g., allowing multiple IoT actions on multiple resources), relying on the property that the default "empty" IoT policy (see above) will prevent the unauthenticated users from sending IoT requests/commands (e.g., iot:Publish, iot:Subscribe) to AWS IoT. We found that such a property is partially invalidated, since AWS IoT does not maintain IoT policies for anonymous/ephemeral Cognito identities (not even maintaining an empty policy, see the design rationale below). Hence, the actual permissions of the unauthenticated identity id_unauth is calculated as:

$$P_{id\_unauth} = P_{iam\_p2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Note that the cloud imposed convoluted/unclear relations and cooperations between the cloud-general policies (IAM) and IoT policies. We found equation (2) reflects the true authorization logic for the unauthenticated identity. This effectively gives the unauth role all permissions in the iam_p2, which, thus, are overly permissive. We find that an unauthenticated Molekule user can send any IoT commands to any Molekule devices (e.g., iot:Subscribe to topic # to subscribe to all users’ device topics, and iot:Publish commands to any users’ devices such as for turning on/off). In contrast, an authenticated Molekule user, restricted by the IoT policy, has fewer permissions.

Notably, we found that the design rationale under which AWS IoT does not maintain IoT policies for anonymous/ephemeral Cognito identities is that, AWS IoT does not manage Cognito identities (which is the responsibility of the AWS Cognito service): when AWS IoT receives a Cognito credential cred_authed that comes with a request, AWS IoT queries the Cognito service to obtain the corresponding Cognito identity id_authed, and uses it to retrieve/index the IoT policy. Since AWS IoT does not issue/manage Cognito identities, it is difficult should it maintain IoT policies for ephemeral Cognito identities (e.g., difficult/costly to synchronously delete the IoT policies once an ephemeral identity is gone).

Last but not least, we found that the problem is general and other mainstream IoT vendors such as broil-king [23], sun-pro [43], and Biobeat VitalDisplay [22] all come with the same problem in their products, allowing unauthenticated users to control all other users’ devices with serious security, safety, and privacy implications (see measurement in Section 3.4). Further, we discuss why AWS IoT needs separate IoT policies besides IAM policies in Appendix § 2.

**PoC exploit.** We performed PoC experiments using our real devices of Biobeat and Molekule and confirmed their all suffered from the above problem. We reverse engineered the mobile apps of the IoT vendors and without login in the IoT vendors’ mobile apps, we obtained the Cognito credentials for the unauth role (by dynamically instrumenting the app) after we opened each app. With the Cognito credentials, our script could connect to the public endpoints of the vendors on AWS IoT, just like what their apps could do. Our script (representing an unauthenticated app user) could subscribe to the wildcard topic # (we filtered messages only related to our own devices based on our device ID and dropped the rest) and publish arbitrary commands to the “victim” devices (our own devices). We reported all findings to the vendors, discussed the possible impacts/consquences and helped them fix the issues, which were acknowledged by the vendors.

### 3.3 Implementation-Space Flaws: Chaotic Practices of IoT Policy Deployments

Flaw 1 and Flaw 2 above highlight the design-space challenges/flaws with IoT access policies. Further, our study shows that mainstream device manufacturers use diverse practices with IoT Policy deployment, and generally make implementation-level, security-critical mistakes. These mistakes are diverse, non-trivial to avoid in the first place due to the disturbing lack of standard, adequate security practices with cloud-based IoT policy deployment.

**Flaw 3: Dilemma with IoT policy templates.** Based on the “DRY” principle in the software industry (every piece of knowledge must have a single representation [83]), developing template-based IoT policy (using policy variables, see § 2) to reduce boilerplates (redundant policies/codes for each individual user with substantial maintenance burden and a higher chance of unintended inconsistency) is intended. However, our research shows that problems arise since the manufacturers commonly misuse policy variables.

For example, NetVue (a popular home-safety cam) has an IoT Policy as Figure 8. The resource field cs/$\{\text{Name}\}$ with a variable \$\{\text{Name}\} will be populated at runtime to be the topic of a specific user (e.g., cs/584123387944f9b0). This policy applied to all NetVue users effectively/securely restricts that a user can only subscribe to her own topic. Also, when a NetVue cam publishes a message/status to its device-specific topic such as dc/4047512672901241/control, based on internal forwarding
rules (with AWS IoT rules engine [40]), the message will be forwarded to the legitimate user’s (e.g., device owner) topic (e.g., policy variables). That is, security is achieved both by an IoT policy and the forwarding rules configured by the manufacturer.

We found that, although the usage of policy variables reduces the burden of creating separate policies for each user, the semantics and expressiveness of policy variables are insufficient to express necessary IoT authorization requirements — a design limitation. In particular, using a generic template-based policy for all/many users, the manufacturer was incapable of expressing which are the device topics that specific users can access (publish messages to). This is because AWS policy variables are populated from the API requester/user’s attributes (e.g., source ip, MQTT ClientId, a pre-registered thing name [13]) to identify a user, and, likely for this reason, no policy variables can be used to specify complicated relations, i.e., the list of allowed devices of the user which may quickly change over time. Consequently, we observed that IoT vendors likely have to resort to few functionality-working workarounds, for example, commonly using a wildcard (e.g., dc/*, see line 3 in Figure 8) to allow a user to publish to any device topics. We observed such an insecure practice in using IoT policy template with mainstream IoT vendors NetVue, Govee, Belkin, etc. (see the full list in measurement § 3.4). The consequences are severe. For example, a prior employee/Airbnb/hotel/guest user whose permission has been revoked can operate the NetVue cam (by sending commands to the device’s topic, see PoC below), turning its angle up to 360 degrees so it cannot monitor the owner-intended space.

**Flaw 4: The constraint of IoT-policy mutual exclusion.** An access control system can be enhanced with the capability to establish relations/constraints between permissions. For example, two roles can be established as mutually exclusive, so the same user is not allowed to take on both roles [92]. Such a constraint helped fulfill the security principle "Privilege Separation" or increased the difficulty of collusion among individuals [98]. Interestingly, in the IoT context, our study shows that a similar principle is also required when associating a “high-privilege” IoT policy (e.g., with “admin” permissions for an IoT device) with users. We find that, for example, any user who can temporarily physically touch a button on the SwitchBot device can pair with it and is assigned the same “admin” level IoT policy to fully control the smart switch (turn on/off, factory-reset, monitor device activities). Consequently, for example, an ex-employee/Airbnb/hotel/guest user, once assigned the IoT policy for the device, can fully control the device when it is serving other users. Even worse, we find that even if the new user resets the device (by pressing a button both on the device and in the SwitchBot app), the ex-user still bears the IoT policy and can control the device. Such a practice comes with serious safety, security, and privacy implications considering, for example, home-safety, health-related devices are connected with the SwitchBot switch. Hence, the same IoT policy for managing the same IoT device should not be assigned to different users without restrictions. Our study suggests the risks without practice/adaption of “mutual exclusion” constraint in assigning IoT policies, which was not mentioned in AWS IoT best practices [5]. We have reported the findings to the affected vendors and AWS IoT.

**PoC exploit.** We performed PoC experiments using our real devices of NetVue, Govee, Beurer FreshHome, and FirstAlert Onelink (Smoke and CO Detector, see all device types in Appendix Table 1) for all the flaws above. Similar to PoC in the above sections, we had a script that could connect to the public endpoints of the vendors on AWS IoT. We obtained the AWS credential of our own accounts by instrumenting the apps. **Flaw 3:** with our NetVue cam, our "malicious" script, whose underlying credential/user did not have the permission for the cam, could publish commands (MQTT messages like ("payload" : "ptz":"x":-20,"y":0,"token" : "uewlylljoevbeheek", "clientId" : "957e9eb81be4e4f5")) to the target cam’s topic and control the cam’s angle arbitrarily. **Flaw 4:** We registered two user accounts with SwitchBot, which could independently pair with (after pressing a device button) and fully control our SwitchBot smart switch without restriction. Each user account by using the mobile app could not observe that the device was also granted to the other account.

### 3.4 Measurement of Impact

To understand the impact and pervasiveness of the problems with cloud-based IoT Policies, we studied devices/mobile-apps of 36 IoT manufacturers and 310 open-source AWS-IoT-based projects from GitHub. We purchased 12 real devices of 9 vendors for end-to-end PoC experiments, and the study of the other vendors was through analyzing their mobile apps (i.e., app behaviors and traffic).

Appendix Table 1 shows the overall results with real vendors in our experiments: 13 IoT vendors were confirmed to have 17 instances of IoT Policy flaws discussed in the above sections, affecting potentially at least 3.3 million IoT users (based on the number of app downloads on Google Play). All four types of IoT Policy flaws are general, each affecting multiple vendors; some vendors suffered from multiple flaws (see Appendix Table 1). For example, the Govee plug and Belkin Wemo smart plug (each with more than one million app downloads) have two different flaws in their policies. The attack consequences (Appendix Table 1) are serious, impacting safety, security, and privacy. For example, any users can control all t2Fi users’ smart grills (e.g., control temperature), with serious danger of fire/safety; any users can collect all Biobeat users’ sensitive health/medical information such as blood pressure, height, weight, and age. We also searched (using keywords such as “AWS IoT”, “IoT policy”) and downloaded 2,587 open-source cloud-based IoT projects from GitHub; we filtered 310 projects involving IoT policies and IAM policies, among which 172 projects have the flaws discussed above. Specifically, 147 projects involved flawed IoT policies (related to § 3.1 and § 3.3), and 43 projects had overly permissive IAM policies (related to § 3.2). Detailed device models and GitHub repositories are presented online [44].

**Vendor acknowledgments and responsible experiments.** Notably, we confirmed the policy flaws and attack consequences based on (1) PoC experiments (using our own devices/traffic, and we never...
4 LOGICAL ENCODING AND FORMAL VERIFICATION OF IOT ACCESS POLICIES

Given the semantic and logical complexity, manually reasoning about security of IoT Policies is difficult and error-prone, especially in large policies with multiple nested statements, operators, and wildcards. To help IoT manufacturers automatically reason about IoT Policies, identify the flaws, and conveniently fix the issues, in this section, we elaborate on the design and implementation of P-Verifier, a tool capable of formally defining and verifying security properties for cloud-based IoT access policies.

4.1 Overview

Our security analysis (§ 3) suggests that IoT Policies developed by IoT manufacturers failed to soundly protect intended IoT resources and block requests from unintended parties. To reason about security flaws in IoT Policies, our innovative approach is built on the generic framework of ZELKOVA [56] (the state-of-the-art for verifying the AWS-general IAM policies) and addresses the unique semantic and logical challenges in IoT Policies (see design below and our thorough, end-to-end comparison with ZELKOVA in § 5). P-Verifier takes as input IoT Policies and develops formal models that fully, and semantically represent IoT policies; the models are encoded with Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) formulas, and we leverage the state-of-the-art SMT solvers Z3 and CVC4 to reason about the formulas with respect to a set of generalized security properties and report security flaws in the policies if any. We elaborate on the design as follows and leave the implementation in Appendix § .5.

Capabilities of P-Verifier. P-Verifier reasons about all possible IoT-related permissions allowed by an IoT Policy to verify properties (properties are specified in the same policy language). While the properties to be verified can be specified by developers for specific needs, P-Verifier provides three built-in, generalized checks to help eliminate all four types of flaws reported earlier (§ 3): (1) whether an IoT Policy soundly excludes a permission as expected — Check 1, e.g., preventing the principle/user from accessing a target IoT resource; (2) whether an IoT Policy is less-or-equally permissive than a reference policy (a policy stating a security property or an upper bound of permissiveness) — Check 2; (3) whether multiple independent policies (intended to be assigned to independent users) share permissions — Check 3.

Challenges for verifying IoT policies. To enable the above checks in IoT, P-Verifier has to address a few key challenges. In particular, IoT Policies on the cloud have a unique two-stage trust management (TM) [53, 59, 62, 91, 96] mechanism (Figure 9). Given a request (a dotted vertical arrow above Stage 1 in the figure), in Stage 1 (policy enforcement stage), the cloud’s IoT policy engine inspects the resource string in the request (e.g., a/b/#) based on the IoT Policy. Inspection at this stage is based on the string-acceptor automaton model [49]: each policy essentially specifies an automaton that determines whether a request string (e.g., a/b/x/+ or a/b/#) is allowed. A resource request string that has passed Stage 1 goes through a resource reference stage (Stage 2); for example, subscribing to a/b/x/+ or a/b/# (an MQTT topic with + or # is an MQTT topic filter, see § 2) can actually subscribe to MQTT topic a/b/x/y, for which the IoT Policy in Figure 9 intends to deny access. Note that the resource reference is done by IoT message brokers such as MQTT brokers [1, 85]. The string-acceptor automaton model specified by the policy does not effectively restrict requested resource strings like a/b/x/+ and a/b/#, which will actually access the topic a/b/x/y, in violation of the security expectation.

Notably, prior approaches [55, 56, 63] could be adapted to model Stage 1 automaton and reason about the allowed request strings: the policy could be encoded as a logical formula or deterministic finite automaton (DFA) and each satisfiable assignment represents a unique request string that is accepted by the policy DFA and thus can pass the policy check. Prior logic reasoning that ensures a policy to exclude a resource string will certainly deny any requests to that resource. However, prior security guarantee of policy verification is invalidated in IoT because an IoT-synonym (e.g., a/b/x+) can be the request string, which itself in nature is a DFA representing multiple resources (in prior models [55, 56, 63], a request string represents a unique resource and thus is not a DFA in nature). However, the policy check in Stage 1 (to identify whether a string or IoT-synonym is accepted by the policy DFA) cannot directly take the IoT-synonym as a DFA (thus representing the full semantics of the IoT-synonym) because the IoT-synonym’s DFA is based on an alphabet ΣIoT−syn different from the alphabet Σpolicy of the policy DFA (i.e., ΣIoT−syn = Σpolicy − {+, #}). Hence, likely based on state-of-the-art approaches [55, 56, 63], AWS IoT takes the request string (even if being an IoT-synonym) as a literal string (compared to taking it as a DFA) to compare with the policy DFA and decides whether the request string is allowed or not. Such an approach of security verification based on prior models/techniques
4.2 Logical Encoding of IoT Access Policies

This section elaborates on P-Verifier’s semantic-based logical encoding of IoT Policies—a prerequisite to soundly verify the security of IoT Policies using a theorem prover such as Z3. We first introduce a basic encoding built on the generic framework ZELKOVA [56] (the resulting SMT formulas lack full IoT semantics), and then a novel alphabet-reduced encoding based on the basic encoding to fully encode IoT resources.

Modeling and a basic encoding. An IoT Policy is a list of statements, and each statement consists of a tuple (Effect, Action, Resource) (see § 2). The encoding for a policy is a formula over two variables a and r denoting the action and resource. The permissions granted by the policy are encoded as all the permissions granted by the allow statements and not revoked by deny statements. Figure 10 illustrates a policy X and Figure 13 presents its SMT encoding: policy X grants access if and only if $F_x$ allows access and $F_x$ does not deny it: $F_x \land \neg F_x$. The formula $F_x$ evaluates to true (for an assignment given a request) when the policy grants access. Similarly, Figure 14 shows the basic SMT encoding of policy Y.

Note that, with the wildcard * (see § 2), we are abusing the notation in $F_x$ to say $r = ^*$. Similar to ZELKOVA, P-Verifier actually uses regular expressions to encode the semantic of the cloud-general wildcards: with the traditional regular expression notation in $\Sigma$, 0 standard for any single character, and * is the Kleene star operator representing zero or more occurrences of the previous character set.

Figure 13: Basic SMT encoding of policy X

$F_x : a = "iot:Subscribe" \land r = ^*$

Figure 14: Basic SMT encoding of policy Y

$F_y : a = "iot:Subscribe" \land r = ^*$

Alphabet-reduced encoding for IoT policies. The basic encoding in Formula (3) essentially yields the automaton defined on an alphabet $\Sigma_{stc1}$ including characters + and #. As mentioned earlier (§ 4.1), on this alphabet, request strings with + or # character (MQTT topic filters in IoT contexts) only literally represent the strings, losing the semantics to represent many IoT resources that they actually reference/access (Figure 11). Hence, to encode all IoT resources actually allowed by the policy, we should further decompose Formula (3) and generate an automaton on a reduced alphabet $\Sigma_{stc2}$. To this end, P-Verifier has two steps. First, we decompose a string with wildcard * (essentially an automaton, such as “a/*”) to a set of automata based on the positions of +, # (the characters to remove from the alphabet) in the resulting automaton (see an alphabet-reducing algorithm in Appendix § 4).

$"a/" \mapsto Var equals "a/b"

"a/" \mapsto Var matches "a/+

"a/#" \mapsto Var matches "a/+/

$\ldots$

$F_x : a = "iot:Subscribe" \land r = "a/b/xy"$

$F_y : a = "iot:Subscribe" \land r = "a/b/xy"$

$F_2 : F_x \land \neg F_1$

Figure 12: The set of IS strings, denoted as ISes("a/b/xy")

that can refer to the IoT resource a/b/xy.

Figure 11: The set of IS strings, denoted as ISes("a/b/xy")

is inadequate for handling IoT semantics, essentially leading to the security risks.

Further, to model/encode the full permissions of a policy (e.g., to reason about permissions between policies to fulfill Check 2 and 3), we should precisely model the two-stage TM process (Figure 9) to reason about all resources actually allowed by the cloud in each of the consecutive stages. Notably, like prior works [55–56, 63], we can logically model the policy as a DFA encoded as an SMT formula $f$ (based on theories of strings, regular expressions, see § 4.2), denoting all “literal” request strings accepted by Stage 1. We consider such a DFA as a Stage 1 DFA. However, to reason about actual permissions (resources allowed to access), we should subsequently encode and reason about Stage 2 DFA (IoT synonyms’ DFAs), which effectively runs on a reduced alphabet than the policy DFA (see above); for example, allowed strings by Stage 1 include a string a/b/xy (an IoT-synonym of a/b/xy), which we should decompose in Stage 2 to fully encode all MQTT topics it can reference/access, including a/b/xy, a/b/xy, a/b/xy, a/b/xy, a/b/xy, a/b/xy, a/b/xy, a/b/xy, a/b/xy.

... Here, without finding out and modeling all such物联网-synonym strings accepted by Stage 1 DFA and decomposing their semantics, one is not able to reason about all permissions allowed by the policy, which has not been done in prior works (also see our thorough, end-to-end comparison with state-of-the-art tools in § 5).
Second, for each generated automaton (the right side of each row in Formula (4) after $\cup$ or $\Rightarrow$), we further encode the character + and # based on $\Sigma_{MQT2}$. Based on their semantics ($\#$ matching any number of levels within a topic and $+$ matching any of [35]), we introduce two sets: (1) $U_4$, which is the set of UTF-8 symbols (denoted as $U$) excluding the set of MQTT-reserved symbols/characters, such as “$\#$” and “$+$”, and MQTT-excluded symbols such as the null character; (2) $U_p$, which is $U_A$ excluding the MQTT topic separator “/”. Formula (5) illustrates the alphabet-reduced SMT encoding for resource strings with + and #:

$$U_4^* \ni \text{Var matches "a/b/#"} \\
"a/b/+" \Rightarrow \text{Var matches "a/b/U_p"}$$

(5)

Note that, $U_4^*$ with the Kleene star, denotes all strings over the alphabet $U_4$, which can include the empty string $\epsilon$.

**Discussion.** We handle/encode policy variables (see § 2) based on their semantics. A policy variable (populated by AWS IoT at runtime for each client) is usually used to represent an attribute of the client [11]. As discussed in the prior work [85], some policy variables are populated based on the untrusted information (e.g., the $\$\{\text{iot:ClientId}\}$ is populated with any value that the client claims [85]); we simply encode such a policy variable as a wildcard “*”. In contrast, the policy variable $\$\{\text{iot:Connection.Thing.ThingName}\}$ is based on trusted, user-specific value maintained by AWS IoT. We encode such a policy variable with a random, unique string.

### 4.3 Formal Verification and Flaw Detection

With the logical encoding of IoT Policies, this section presents how P-Verifier enables the three checks (§ 4.1) with respect to three types of security properties. In general, the verification of P-Verifier includes a few major steps: (1) translate the target policy into an SMT formula $f$, (2) check the validity/satisfiability of $f$ with the security property $p$ as a constraint. If the result is not valid (or satisfiable, depending on the property), P-Verifier reports that the policy $f$ violates the property $p$ (e.g., at least some assignments for $f$, intuitively meaning some IoT requests, will violate the policy).

**Check 1.** Taking Policy X as an example (Figure 10), P-Verifier will first translate the policy into an SMT formula $F_X$ (Figure 13). The expected security property $p_1$ (Figure 12) — Type 1 property for excluding a permission — is translated into an SMT formula $F_{p_1}$, stating that the policy is expected to deny access to one particular topic “a/b/x/y”. Then, P-Verifier leverages the SMT solver Z3 to check the satisfiability of $F_X \wedge \neg F_{p_1}$

(6)

A satisfiable assignment corresponds to an IoT request allowed by $F_X$ while violating the policy. Indeed, P-Verifier reports (1) $F_X$ violates the security property and (2) the satisfiable assignment. Intuitively, for example, IoT requests to “a/b/+” or “a/b/#” are allowed by $F_X$, and can be used to access/subscriber to the topic restricted by property $p_1$.

The challenge is to reason about and report all property-violating assignments, so the manufacturer can soundly fix the policy (e.g., by specifying literally all the strings in deny statements). Our insight is that, an assignment that violates a Type 1 property is essentially an IS of the target resource to deny access to. To address the challenge, P-Verifier encodes $F_{p_1}$ to include the set of all ISes of the target resource, as illustrated in Figure 15. Note that ISes ("a/b/x/y") denotes the set of all ISes of the topic "a/b/x/y", which can be easily enumerated (Figure 11) based on MQTT semantics (Appendix § 3).

**Check 2.** Take policy Y (Figure 10) as an example with its SMT encoding $F_Y$ (Figure 14) and a property $p_2$ (Figure 12), SMT-encoded as $F_{p_2}$ (Figure 15) stating a reference/upper-bound permission — Type 2 property — which is to allow access (subscribe to) a/b/+.

To check if policy Y is less-or-equally permissive than the property $F_{p_2}$, P-Verifier uses Z3 to prove formula $f$:

$$F_Y \Rightarrow F_{p_2}$$

(7)

If the result was valid, it indicates that policy Y is less-or-equally permissive than $F_{p_2}$. Actually, the result is not valid, and indeed $F_Y$ is more permissive than the upper-bound permission. Intuitively, subscribing to topic a/b/# as allowed by policy Y effectively subscribes to more resources such as the topic a/b/c/d than the reference $F_{p_2}$.

For improved usability, P-Verifier reports examples such as a/b/c/d to help IoT manufacturers easily understand the problem. This is achieved by solving the formula $\neg f$, and Z3 will report "satisfiable" and an example such as the above.

**Check 3.** P-Verifier can also check whether two policies share permissions (e.g., that independent users share permissions indicates a security flaw, see Flaw 4). Take the policies X and Y, encoded as $F_X$ and $F_Y$ respectively, as an example: P-Verifier leverages Z3 to solve the formula

$$F_X \wedge F_Y$$

(8)

A result "unsat" (unsatisfiable) indicates that there are no shared permissions between the two policies; a result "sat" (satisfiable) means the two policies have overlapping permissions (with shared IoT resources). To make the results more informative, in our implementation, P-Verifier decomposes the policy and takes out each "Allow" statement to check the overlapping with the other policy. This helps IoT vendors easily identify which part of a complex policy has the problem.

**Discussion of usability.** As mentioned above, the outputs of P-Verifier are easy to understand and actionable for IoT vendors to fix the policies. Further, P-Verifier features convenience for constructing security properties. Specifically, Type 1 property (denying certain resources/permissions) can be easily obtained from the target policy to check (e.g., the property $p_1$ for policy X). Also, IoT vendors can integrate P-Verifier for necessary security checks in the regular IoT lifecycle when there is a permission change. For example, with Check 3 vendors can avoid Flaw 4: the vendors can leverage P-Verifier to check whether an ex-user and the current user share permissions when a device is reset or the ex-user’s permissions are revoked; unexpected, shared permissions indicates a security flaw.

**Discussion of generality and extensibility.** The design of P-Verifier enables its generality and potential extensibility to analyze and detect more than the flaws discussed in § 3. Above all, one critical capability offered by P-Verifier is the full-semantic encoding and modeling of an IoT policy (representing the complete permissions.
and resources allowed by the policy), a fundamental prerequisite for developing sophisticated or flaw-specific detection logic. Based on the modeling, our three check capabilities above can be used to verify a variety of high-level security properties.

For example, to manage an IoT lock in a house/organization, suppose the lock owner/administrator is assigned the policy z1 (Figure 16) and the less-privileged users (e.g., employees in the organization or guest users such as an Airbnb/rental guest in the house) is assigned the policy z2 (Figure 16). In such a scenario, one may need to ensure a few high-level security properties: (1) ensure unrestricted public access (e.g., access by guests) to the MQTT topic deviceId/lowpriv/reset is not allowed since sending commands to this topic can factory-reset the device (least-privilege [5, 38]); (2) ensure the guests’ permission is less than (i.e., being a subset of) the owner/administrator permission (least-privilege); (3) ensure the owner/administrator can publish to and subscribe to MQTT topic deviceId/highpriv/reset (availability property); (4) ensure the guests can publish to and subscribe to MQTT topic deviceId/lowpriv/open (availability property). These properties are described in the policy language in Appendix Figure 21 (pr1 to pr4).

\[
\begin{align*}
R1 &= \neg F_{pr1} \land F_{z2} \\
R2 &= F_{z2} \Rightarrow F_{pr2} \\
R3 &= F_{pr3} \Rightarrow F_{z1} \\
R4 &= F_{pr4} \Rightarrow F_{z2}
\end{align*}
\]

(9)

We can leverage P-Verifier to verify these high-level security properties. Specifically, using exactly the same encoding approach as described in § 4.2, we first encode the two policies as F_{z1} and F_{z2} and four properties as F_{pr1}, F_{pr2}, F_{pr3}, F_{pr4} (also see the full details of the encoding in equation (10) and equation (11) in Appendix subsection 6.), and then leverage the Check 1 and Check 2 to reason about these formulas and thus verify the properties (see formulas (9)). More specifically, for property pr1, we directly leverage Check 1 to check whether policy z2 excludes the target permission (by reasoning about whether formula R1 in equation (9) is satisfiable, similar to equation (6)). For pr2, we directly leverage Check 2 to check whether permission of policy z2 is a subset of policy z1’s permission (i.e., R2 in equation (9) is valid); for pr3, we can leverage Check 2 and verify whether policy z1 is more or equally permissive than pr3 which encodes a lower-bound permission (i.e., R3 is valid); pr4 is similar to pr3. We provide more examples for checking other security properties in appendix § 7.

5 EVALUATION

We evaluated P-Verifier for its high effectiveness and low performance overhead. To enable a thorough evaluation, we introduce IoT-Policy Bench comprised of 706 policies, presenting a new test suite that is designed to evaluate IoT Policy analysis tools. Our experiment based on IoT-Policy Bench shows that P-Verifier significantly outperforms the prior tools in precision and coverage on AWS IoT policies. We released IoT-Policy Bench online [44].

5.1 New Benchmark: IoT-Policy Bench

IoT-Policy Bench (IPB) includes both secure and flawed IoT Policies that aim to best cover the error space (§ 3) in real-world design/development of IoT Policies. IPB covers all types of flaws in IoT Policies discussed in § 3. For example, related to Flaw 1, IPB includes a set of policies that failed to soundly excludes an expected permission. For diversity, IoT-Policy Bench includes (1) 146 hand-crafted policies by our domain experts (44 flawed, 102 secure), (2) 560 policies we gathered from open-source IoT projects on GitHub (§ 3.4), and (3) 10 flawed IoT policies likely used by real vendors (based on real access-control behaviors of their products, see § 3.4). Our hand-crafted policies are generated by mutating MQTT-topics (i.e., adding/using +/#/*) and statements (i.e., adding/removing) based on policies from GitHub and those likely used by real devices.

For each policy in IPB, we leverage multiple domain experts to manually construct its expected security property (similar to Figure 12) and come up with a ground truth. Specifically, the security properties can be constructed based on the scenarios in which the IoT policies can be used. For example, a set of policies in IPB gathered from GitHub and in our manually crafted policies include statements to deny access to certain resources (similar to Figure 10), and we can take their security properties as excluding a certain resource/permission (corresponding to our Check 1, § 4.1). As another example, in the real world, two IoT policies may be assigned separately to two separate IoT owners or two independent groups of users; a security property corresponding to our Check 3 (§ 4.1) can be that the two policies do not have overlapped permissions or shared resources to access.

Ground truth composition. As an established ground truth, IPB covers all types of flaws in IoT Policies discussed in § 3. For example, related to Flaw 2, IPB includes 62 IAM policies with the flaw and 46 secure IAM policies. Last, IPB includes 87 IoT policies with Flaw 3 accompanied with 179 confirmed secure IoT policies, and 11 IoT policies with Flaw 4 accompanied with 39 secure IoT policies. Note that Flaw 2 concerns IAM policies used in IoT contexts and all other flaws only concern IoT policies. The entire IPB including all ground truth information is released online [44].

Complexity of the policies. On average, our policy has 2 statements, 3 wildcards, and 26 lines. The largest policy has 109 lines. IPB excluded overly lengthy policies with more than 2048 non-whitespace characters, which were not allowed by AWS IoT [10, 41].

5.2 Effectiveness

We ran P-Verifier on IoT-Policy Bench showing a result of high precision and coverage (zero false positive and false negative). Notably, although real-world manufacturers often did not release their
IoT policies, *IoT-Policy Bench* includes our manually crafted snippets of IoT policies for ten IoT manufacturers (e.g., Govee, Belkin, Molekule) based on the vulnerabilities confirmed thanks to our white-hat reports to the manufacturers (following standard responsible disclosure practices [80]) and communication with them. *P-Verifier* shows zero false positive/negative on the entire dataset (released online [44]).

**Comparison with ZELKOVA/industry tools.** Up to our knowledge, AWS IoT Defender (Defender) [12] (backed by ZELKOVA [56] based on Defender’s white paper [46]) is the state-of-the-art and only tool known to be capable of security verification for IoT Policies. *P-Verifier* significantly outperforms Defender for the precision and coverage based on functionalities described in their user manuals [12] and our thorough, end-to-end experiment on *IPB* (detailed below). Note that AWS did not release the source code of ZELKOVA and we may not directly compare it with *P-Verifier*.

In our comparison with Defender/ZELKOVA, for each of the flaws separately (Flaw 1 to Flaw 4, see § 3), we assessed the tools’ false positive rate (PPR) and false negative rate (FNR) for verifying IoT policies with and without the flaw. If the tool raised false alarms for an actually secure policy (based on our ground truth, see § 5.1), that indicated a false positive. If the tool failed to raise alarms for an IoT policy that is indeed flawed, this indicated a false negative. The detailed results are shown in Appendix Table 2. In particular, while *P-Verifier* shows high precision and detection coverage (i.e., zero false positive and zero false negative), Defender suffers from a low coverage (with FNR up to 100%, see Appendix Table 2) for its inadequate capability to analyze and identify the flaws introduced in this paper.

More specifically, regarding Flaw 1, Defender (with 21.1% FNR) is not capable of analyzing whether a policy specifies sufficient “IoT synonyms” of a resource to deny (in the “deny” statement); the flawed IoT policies that Defender typically reported were those with relatively simple patterns of wildcard “*” (see Figure 18 in Appendix). In the meantime, Defender did not take user-provided security properties as inputs (e.g., deny the access to resource x/y/z as supported by *P-Verifier*), and hence, the detection semantic supported by Defender is much more coarse-grained, mainly focusing on identifying whether the policy in general overly uses “*” in specifying the resource fields. Note that *IPB* includes such simple policies from GitHub, whose over-permission could thus be detected by Defender. Also due to the lack of support for policy-specific security properties and semantic/logic, Defender cannot handle Flaw 4 (with 100% FNR): our *P-Verifier* can compare whether two policies unwittingly share permissions/resources, while Defender can only check policies individually. Regarding Flaw 2, Defender is comparable with *P-Verifier* because the detection needed here is to identify overly permissive IAM policies (e.g., Figure 5), without complicated IoT semantic analysis needed in handling Flaw 1. Regarding Flaw 3, Defender (37.9% FNR) failed to identify overly permissive policies that have a policy-specific or vendor-specific prefix prior to “*” such as “dc/*” in NetVue’s policy (Figure 8). Additionally, Defender did not properly analyze the semantics of certain policy variables, such as “$[iot:Connection/Thing/ThingName]”, which effectively will be populated at runtime to be a trusted, user-/client-specific value (§ 3.3), and thus is not overly permissive (see an example in Figure 19 in Appendix). Defender showed false positives in such cases related to Flaw 3. Overall, Defender underperforms *P-Verifier* for these properties due to two major disadvantages: (1) it lacked the sophisticated semantics/logic analysis offered by *P-Verifier*; (2) it did not take expected security properties as inputs.

### 5.3 Performance Overhead

We evaluated the performance overhead of *P-Verifier* running on the above dataset using a workstation with 3.4GHZ Intel i7-6700 CPU, 15.6GB memory and 931.5GB hard drive. With an average of ten runs, *P-Verifier* took 1.15 seconds and 43MB memory at most to fully verify a policy (with Z3 as the prover). We did not observe unusually complicated (with multiple wildcards in multiple levels of the topics) policies that cannot be finished within 120 seconds (the time threshold of *P-Verifier*) in our dataset and after a thorough search of 560 open-source AWS-IoT-based IoT projects on GitHub.

We further evaluated *P-Verifier* using more complex policies (beyond the 2048-non-white-char limit of AWS IoT [10, 41]). For each individual check (Check 1 to 3), we reuse the policy X or Y in the original example (§ 4.1) and increase the policy complexity in two separate settings: (1) increasing the number of “allow” statements (each added statement having the similar complexity, i.e., the same string length 20 and wildcard number 1), (2) increasing string length (statement number and wildcard number remain unchanged). Appendix Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the result of the two settings respectively (based on the average results of 20 trials). Specifically, for Setting 1 of each check: we observed an approximately linear correlation between the execution time and statement number (in our implementation, *P-Verifier* reasons about each added “allow” statement separately and thus is capable of reporting all individual statements that violate the property — a fine-grained reporting actionable for IoT vendors); for Setting 2, the efficiency of analyzing longer strings depends largely on the performance of the underlying solver (Z3 in our experiment). Note that the performance overhead is based on end-to-end execution time (including the time to read/encode the policy and reason with the property) and the generated (more complex) statements and strings yielded “unsat” result with the security properties (we released all generated policies online [44]). Further, we increased the wildcard number based on policy X and Y (statement number and string length remain unchanged) and observed a result similar to what was reported in [56]: when the number of “*” wildcards is more than 5, Z3 may not terminate (e.g., for the query “is topic/*/a/*/a/b/y less or equally permissive than topic/c/*/a/*/a/*/y”). Still, 99% of policies with less than 6 wildcards (600 policies in total, released online [44]) are solved within 0.6 seconds. Note that in all 560 IoT policies we found on GitHub, we did not observe policy statements with more than 3 wildcards in 1 string resource (policy with many wildcards is hard for human to write/understand and thus can violate the programming principles [33]).

### 6 DISCUSSION

Although our study primarily focuses on the *IoT Policies* on AWS IoT, the problems we identified can generally affect device manufacturers on other IoT clouds (e.g., Azure, Tuya, Alibaba). We indeed found that IoT policies on Azure IoT [39] also suffered from the Flaw 1 (§ 3.1), sharing the same fundamental challenge with AWS IoT.
IoT as discussed in § 3.1. To fundamentally address the problems, we expect multiple-level efforts: (1) improved verification techniques and new level of formal guarantees (such as those offered by P-Verifier), (2) improved, more open design of IoT clouds, (3) improved developer guides/awareness.

Impacts of P-Verifier on other messaging protocols. The design of P-Verifier is built on the semantics of IoT resources, in particular with MQTT in our current instantiation. Note that MQTT is the primary IoT messaging protocol on mainstream PaaS/IaaS IoT clouds (e.g., those of AWS, Azure, Tuya, IBM, Alibaba). In the future work, we plan to adapt P-Verifier to incorporate the semantics of other IoT messaging protocols such as AMQP [30], CoAP [24]. Note that the risk of Flaw 1 in § 3.1 impacts more than MQTT, potentially impacting all messaging/access protocols whose request strings can include wildcards, such as AMQP. As discussed earlier (§ 4.1), when the request string is essentially/semantically a DFA, modern cloud-general access-control only treats it as a literal string, failing to account for its full semantics (all resources it refers to).

Wildcards in access policies. Mainstream policy languages (such as XACML [50], APPEL [36], AWS IAM policy [31], Azure policy [20], Kubernetes API [34]) and access control policies [18, 21, 25, 26] are designed to support and leverage wildcards. Despite a set of known kinds of security risks with wildcards [61, 84] (e.g., over permissiveness due to careless developers), wildcards are necessary in describing resources at scale, e.g., in production/cloud environment with hundreds or millions of resources [25, 63], bringing significant efficiency in development and maintenance compared to, for example, exhaustively listing all individual resources. More specifically, in the IoT context, wildcards such as + and # are an inherent part of the MQTT protocol, which help easily describe and access multiple/many MQTT topics of a certain user/device/organization. For example, making a single MQTT request to subscribe to deviceID/# respectively subscribes to deviceID/cmd, deviceID/states, deviceID/configure, and more, compared to sending many requests for individual resources; this is important for IoT devices which may work on resource-constrained devices in low-bandwidth or unreliable networks [85, 94]. Hence, wildcards still appear to be part of the state-of-the-practice [18, 21, 25, 26] to develop access policies, and can be hard to completely get rid of. Notably, state-of-the-practices have warned developers to avoid a set of known bad paradigms/practices in using wildcards [3, 8, 14, 42] (e.g., to avoid coarse-grained * for an unbounded range of resources, and use better crafted regular expressions for a finer-grained range of resources).

Further, recent efforts from industry and academia [56, 63, 73] have aimed at helping developers construct secure policies supporting wildcards while elevating the security assurance with new formal guarantees. Our work makes new contributions at least in this line of efforts (by identifying new kinds of risks such as the IoT-synonym and formally verifying the policies to provide security guarantees against the new risks).

7 RELATED WORK

Security of cloud-based IoT policies. Under the generic term of “IoT policies,” prior works extensively the security, safety and privacy implications of different IoT policies on diverse platforms. [57, 66, 75, 95, 99, 102] studied IoT Trigger-Action platforms (TAP), which suffered from over-privilege recipes (TAP apps), inter-rule vulnerabilities, and privacy implications. On IoT application platforms which support third-party applications (e.g., SmartThings apps [74, 100]), prior works [64, 65, 74, 86, 100] studied their coarse-grained access control model and security and privacy of IoT apps. Voice-Controlled Platforms were also extensively studied [67, 78, 81, 89, 93, 97, 101, 106–108]. Prior works [70, 71] also studied IoT policies that affect physical-channel interactions with safety implications. [109] studied access control of the emerging “Mobile-as-a-Gateway” IoT paradigm. [85] lightly discussed issues related to wildcards, e.g., vendors missed restricting wildcards at all. We systematically discussed wildcard-related issues using model-based approaches and the fundamental challenges to deny/verify IoT synonyms for DFA. The prior work [7, 85] concerning IoT messaging protocols only marginally relates to our focus.

Formal methods for analyzing access control policies. Prior works proposed methods to formally reason about access control policies [55, 56, 63, 79, 84, 103]. In the literature, policy languages have been studied [27, 58, 69, 72, 76, 77, 79, 82, 87, 88, 90, 91]. [68] leveraged theorem proving to reason about trigger-action rules in SmartThings apps, while we focus on access control policy (e.g., whether soundly denying a particular resource) entailing novel approaches to fully encode the policy semantics, and designing novel security properties and encoding them. Most related is ZELOKOVA [56, 63], which presents the state-of-the-art, being a generic framework to formalize/model and analyze policies on public clouds. Our innovative techniques P-Verifier is built on ZELOKOVA while addressing fundamental, new challenges in the IoT context, such as how to reason about *es, fully encode IoT semantics and provide usable, actionable reasoning results for IoT vendors (§ 4).

8 CONCLUSION

We performed a systematic study on the security of cloud-based IoT access policies. Our research shows that the complexity in the IoT semantics and enforcement logic of IoT Policy leaves tremendous space for device manufacturers to program a flawed IoT Policy, introducing convoluted logic flaws which are non-trivial to reason about. The problems are general and pervasive, and serious. To help manufacturers identify IoT Policy flaws, we introduce P-Verifier, a novel formal verification tool that can automatically verify cloud-based IoT Policies and is highly effective and efficient. Our work will contribute to elevating security assurance of modern IoT deployments for the cloud-based IoT infrastructure.
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APPENDIX

.1 Additional Technical Details for A Few Flawed IoT Policies

Issues with the IoT policy of Govee smart plugs. We found two problems with the Govee policy (Figure 4): (1) The filtering of wildcards specified in the policy is incomplete, and being complete is practically difficult for the manufacturer. Specifically, a malicious Govee user can still subscribe to the topic "/" with the prefix "iot:AttachPolicy," and effectively subscribes to multiple topics of Govee such as LWT/+ and Alexa topic, allowing the adversary to receive sensitive messages (e.g., device mac, device name) of all Govee plug users. (2) Once a malicious user obtains the topic "tpc" (or device ID) of the victim's device, subscribing to the topic "/tpc" and "/device/+/+" allows the attacker to receive sensitive messages such as device mac, app mac, device status, etc. of a single user.

.2 Discussion of Relation between IAM Policy and IoT Policy

Due to the complicated logical relations between IoT policies and the Cognito and IAM policies (§ 3.2), it is natural to ask why AWS IoT needs separate IoT policies (while other AWS services such as S3, EC2 just leverage the IAM policy). Although never documented by AWS, we found a few key reasons. First, AWS IoT supports three types of identity principles for device or client authentication: (1) X.509 certificate, (2) IAM users, groups, and roles, and (3) Cognito identities. The X.509 certificate is an AWS IoT feature (typically used by IoT devices for authentication to AWS IoT) and is not supported by Cognito/IAM for authentication purposes. That is, Cognito cannot maintain the IAM policy for an X.509 certificate based identity. Second, IAM policies are not designed to support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Device Type</th>
<th>Flaw Type</th>
<th>App Downloads</th>
<th>Security Impact</th>
<th>Privacy Impact</th>
<th>Information Leak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Govee</td>
<td>plug, light</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>100K+</td>
<td>C, M, F</td>
<td>device id, user id</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OneLink</td>
<td>smoke detector</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>10K+</td>
<td>M, F</td>
<td>device id, user id, device status, wifi name, device mac, pin hash key</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beurer</td>
<td>air purifier</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1K+</td>
<td>C, M, F</td>
<td>device id, device type, device serial number, device status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belkin</td>
<td>WeMo plug, light</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000K+</td>
<td>M, F</td>
<td>device id, device mac, device type, device serial number, device status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchmate</td>
<td>plug, light</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100K+</td>
<td>C, M</td>
<td>device mac, device version, device status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunpro</td>
<td>oven</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>500+</td>
<td>C, M, H</td>
<td>device id, device status, temperature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broil-King</td>
<td>grill</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>5K+</td>
<td>C, M, H</td>
<td>wifi name, lan ip, wan ip, wifi mac, barbecue temperature, fan status, motor status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioheat</td>
<td>medical</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>700+</td>
<td>C, M, H</td>
<td>Personal medical /health information2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobiSafe</td>
<td>air purifier</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>10K+</td>
<td>C, M, H</td>
<td>indoor air quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netvue</td>
<td>camera</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100K+</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singlecue</td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5K+</td>
<td>C, M</td>
<td>Alexa topic, device mac, control command, serial number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HippoLuna</td>
<td>medical</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5K+</td>
<td>C, M</td>
<td>device id, chat message</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchbot</td>
<td>plug</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100K+</td>
<td>C, M</td>
<td>device id, hardware password</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyson</td>
<td>air purifier, vacuum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100K+</td>
<td>C, M</td>
<td>device id, control command, indoor air quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Security & Safety Impact: C: Control the device; M: Monitor device activities/status; F: Fake device messages to users; H: Control the vendor's AWS IoT developer account.
2 Personal health information leaked: blood pressure, height, weight, age, calories, steps walked, sleep status (whether the user is sleeping).
3 Sun-pro and Broil-King: Both sun-pro and broil-king are developed by t2Fi, and they share the same endpoint.

Figure 17: IAM policy that allow user to attach IoT policy

.3 Algorithm to Enumerate ISes

P-Verifier uses a simple algorithm to get all ISes of a topic (see § 4.2). A basic idea is to convert a string problem into a numerical sequence problem, and the syntax of topic ("/" is the delimiter) gives

(C allow, action : (iot:AttachPolicy, iot:AttachPrinciplePolicy), resource : *)}
Algorithm 1 Get subsets of numerical sequence

Require: set The basic numerical sequence
1: function GetSubSets(set)
2:         subsets = [
3:             for var in set do
4:                 cache = []
5:                     for item in subsets do
6:                         cache.add(item + [var])
7:                     end for
8:                 end for
9:             subsets.extend(cache)
10:         return subsets
11:     end function

Algorithm 2 Alphabet-Reducing

1: next_in_set :: (Eq a) => a -> [a] -> a
2: next_in_set x y = if x == y then head y else next_in_set x y
3: star_close :: [Char] -> [String]
4: star_close as = iterate step "*"
5:       where step s = case splitAt (length s - 1) s of
6:                   (s', "") -> s ++ fst ch s
7:                   (s', [ch]) -> if [ch] == last ch s then step s' ++ fst ch s
8:                   else s' ++ [next_in_set ch as]
9:       last ch s = drop (length as - 1) as
10:  fst ch s = [head as]
11:  check :: String -> Bool
12:      check s = and $ map mqt_topic (zip s (tail s))
13:  mqt_topic :: [Char, Char] -> Bool
14:       mqt_topic ('*', '*') = False
15:       mqt_topic ('*', y) = y == '/'
16:       mqt_topic ('/', y) = True
17:       mqt_topic (x', '*') = x == '/'
18:       mqt_topic (x', '#') = x == '/*'
19:  mqt_topic _ = True
20:  mqt_topics :: [String]
21:      mqt_topics = filter check (star_close alphabets)

.4 Algorithm of Alphabet-Reducing

As mentioned in § 4.1, the alphabet-reducing algorithm (Algorithm 2) generates a set of automata at a reduced alphabet by decomposing an automaton running on a more inclusive alphabet (see an example with formula 4).

.5 Implementation of P-Verifier

We have implemented P-Verifier in Python with 961 lines of code. P-Verifier leverages the off-the-shelf SMT prover Z3. P-Verifier leverages the Z3Py APIs [52] (for Python applications) provided by Z3 to invoke the functionalities of Z3 (e.g., And/Or/Not, Regular Expression, Solver). We use Z3 with its String Constraint Solver[51]. Similar to ZELKOV A, in case the verification for a policy exceeds a threshold of time (120 seconds), P-Verifier also tries the solver CVC4 to re-run the task and reports an “unknown” result if no result is obtained within the same time threshold. Such a case will only happen for unusually complicated IoT policies with many levels of wildcards, which are rare (see the evaluation in § 5). We released the full source code of P-Verifier online [44].
Table 2: Comparison with AWS IoT Defender (backed by ZELKOVA [46])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P-Verifier</th>
<th>Flaw1</th>
<th>Flaw2</th>
<th>Flaw3</th>
<th>Flaw4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defender</td>
<td>FPR</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FNR</td>
<td>37.9%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

.6 Equations of encoding the lock policies and properties

\[ F_x = (a = \text{"iot:Subscribe"} \land r = \text{"deviceId/.*"}) \lor \\
    (a = \text{"iot:Publish"} \land r = \text{"deviceId/.*"}) \]

\[ F_y = ((a = \text{"iot:Subscribe"} \land r = \text{"deviceId/lowpriv/.*"}) \lor \\
    (a = \text{"iot:Publish"} \land r = \text{"deviceId/lowpriv/.*"})) \]  

\[ F_{pr1} = \neg(a = \text{"iot:Subscribe"} \land r = \text{"deviceId/highpriv/reset"}) \]

\[ F_{pr2} = (a = \text{"iot:Subscribe"} \land r = \text{"deviceId/highpriv/reset"}) \lor \\
    (a = \text{"iot:Publish"} \land r = \text{"deviceId/highpriv/reset"}) \]

\[ F_{pr3} = (a = \text{"iot:Subscribe"} \land r = \text{"deviceId/lowpriv/reset"}) \lor \\
    (a = \text{"iot:Publish"} \land r = \text{"deviceId/lowpriv/reset"}) \]

\[ F_{pr4} = (a = \text{"iot:Subscribe"} \land r = \text{"deviceId/lowpriv/open"}) \lor \\
    (a = \text{"iot:Publish"} \land r = \text{"deviceId/lowpriv/open"}) \]  

.7 A high-level scenario to avoid client ID conflict

To manage users and devices in an organization, suppose the devices and users are assigned policies in Figure 20. In this scenario, since the users and devices share the same MQTT broker, one should ensure a user client cannot use an MQTT Client ID that is conflicting with that of a device client [85]. Otherwise, the user (who can be malicious) can force the device offline based on the MQTT protocol [35], and then may fake device messages on behalf of the device [85].

We can leverage P-Verifier to verify this high-level security property. By using the same encoding approach as described in §4.2, we can encode the two policies as \(F_d\) and \(F_u\), and then leverage the Check 3 to reason about if the resource field of the connect action — determining the Client IDs that are allowed to use — in the device policy shares permissions with that in the user policy (see equation (12)). If the two policies share resources (allowed Client IDs), a user can use the same Client ID as a device.

\[ R = F_d \land F_u \]  

Figure 20: Example IoT policies for devices and users

Figure 21: Multiple security properties for the lock

Figure 22: Performance evaluation for setting 1

Figure 23: Performance evaluation for setting 2